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I. INTRODUCTION
Hidden color components have been introduced in the
study of multi-quark systems since the very beginning
of the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) based nuclear
physics. In the study of nucleon-nucleon (NN) interac-
tion, the quark cluster model was introduced in 1978 [1].
Very soon in the study of color van der Waals force the
hidden color channel coupling to colorless NN quark
cluster channel was invoked [2]. Here the hidden color
channel means the individual nucleon is in color octet
state instead of color singlet but the two color octet nu-
cleons are coupled to an overall color singlet one to ful-
fil the color confinement principle. Later on the hidden
color channel (component) had been extended to other
multi-quark systems where the individual hadron is col-
orful but overall color singlet, for example a hidden color
penta-quark component means a color octet baryon with
a color octet meson coupling to colorless five-quark state,
two individual color mesons or diquark-antidiquark cou-
pling to a color singlet tetra-quark state, etc.
Harvey discussed the transformation between the six
quark cluster bases (also called physical bases) and
the symmetry bases (also called group chain classified
bases) [3] in the adiabatic calculation of NN interaction.
He used the SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ(2) × SUσ(2) group chain
classified bases for colorless channels but the SU τσ(4)
for hidden color channels. (Here we use τ and σ to de-
note isospin and spin.) Also the phase choice is con-
fused. Chen improved Harvey’s results with a systematic
group theory method to calculate the transformation be-
tween symmetry bases and physical bases [4]. He pointed
out there are 5 hidden color channels for spin-isospin
(10), (01) six-quark state instead of Harvey’s one hid-
den color channel. We extended this transformation from
SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ (2) × SUσ(2) to SUfσ(6) ⊃ (SUf (3) ⊃
SU τ (2)× UY (1)) × SUσ(2) and from non-relativistic to
relativistic case [5], here Y means hepercharge Y = B+S,
B and S are the baryon number and strangeness. Later
on the transformation between physical bases and sym-
metry bases was extended to penta-quark systems [6, 7].
There have been different applications and understand-
ings of the hidden color components and the transforma-
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tion between symmetry bases and physical bases. In this
report we will discuss the problems related to the un-
derstanding of these two sets of multi-quark bases and
their transformation especially about the physical effects
of hidden color components.
II. SYMMETRY BASES AND PHYSICAL
BASES AND THEIR MUTUAL
TRANSFORMATION
Symmetry and physical bases both were introduced
in nuclear physics. Symmetry bases were introduced in
the study of nuclear shell model, where the individual
nucleon is assumed to occupy the single particle states
1s, 1p, 2s, 1d, etc. to form a fixed many particle con-
figuration. Group theory is used to help construct the
orthonormal many particle bases to facilitate the calcu-
lation. In addition to the SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ (2) × SUσ(2)
spin-isospin part, one usually combines with the SU(n) ⊃
SO(3) orbital part to form the totally antisymmetric
many nucleon bases. In general the SU(n) group is just
a mathematical device instead of the real symmetry of
the nucleon system. For the (2s1d) configuration, Elliott
proposed a physical orbital group chain SU(3) ⊃ SO(3)
to describe the rotational motion of nucleus [8]. Here
we show such a symmetry bases (group chain classified
bases) as an example,
(SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ (2)× SUσ(2))× (SU(3) ⊃ SO(3)),
[ν˜] IMI SMS [ν] LML (1)
The second line is the irreducible representation (IR) la-
bel of SU τσ(4), SU τ (2), SUσ(2), SU(3) and SO(3) or-
bital respectively. These symmetry bases are orthonor-
mal, because the single particle orbital states are or-
thonormal.
The physical bases (cluster bases) is introduced in nu-
clear cluster model. Usually one uses two-cluster bases
to describe the two body scattering or bound state. For
example one uses two-alpha cluster bases to study the
alpha-alpha scattering. To call these bases as physical
bases is because of they have clear physical meaning. In
general the physical basis is expressed as,
ΨSMSIMI (A) = A{[ψI1S1(A1)ψI2S2(A2)]
SMS
IMI
F (R)}, (2)
here Ψ(A), ψ(A1) and ψ(A2) are internal wave functions
for the A-nucleon, A1-nucleon and A2-nucleon systems,
2respectively, [ ]SMSIMI means coupling the individual I1,
I2, S1, S2 into the total channel isospin-I and spin-S
with the isospin, spin SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan (CG) co-
efficients, F (R) is the orbital wave function describing
the relative motion between the A1-nucleon cluster and
A2-nucleon cluster, R1, R2, R = R1 −R2 are the cen-
ter of mass (CM) coordinates of A1, A2 nucleon cluster
and the relative coordinate between the two clusters. A
is the unitary antisymmetry operator to antisymetrize
the A-nucleon wave function. Generally these physical
or cluster bases are not orthogonal ones after antisym-
metrization. There is almost no discussion on the trans-
formation between nuclear symmetry bases and physi-
cal bases, except a general discussion given in our book:
Group Representation Theory for phyicists [9].
Quark system has very high symmetry. The group
chain SU cτσ(12) ⊃ SU c(3) × (SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ (2)×
SUσ(2)) is a good symmetry. The even higher sym-
metry group chain SU cfσ(18) ⊃ SU c(3) × (SUfσ(6) ⊃
(SUf (3) ⊃ SU τ(2)×UY (1))×SUσ(2)) is a good approx-
imate symmetry too.
For single baryon in the three valence quarks model,
these group chain classified (symmetry) bases combined
with proper orbital symmetry bases describe the baryon
spectroscopy quite well. However, because at the very
beginning of QCD based nuclear physics, the main ap-
plication of these symmetry quark bases is for the study
of NN interaction, here instead of the one center single
particle orbital states used in nuclear physics and baryon
spectroscopy, the two center states are used to construct
the orbital symmetry bases. Usually these two center or-
bital states are called left center and right center single
particle orbit, expressed as,
φl(r) = (pib
2)−3/4e−(r+s/2)
2/2b2 ,
φr(r) = (pib
2)−3/4e−(r−s/2)
2/2b2 . (3)
The overlap of these two single particle states is,
〈φl(r)|φr(r)〉 = e
−s2/4b2 , (4)
and so these single particle orbits are not orthogonal.
Only in the limit of the separation between two centers
s→∞, then they become orthogonal. In the separation
s→ 0 limit, the left and right center orbits collapse into
the same orbit.
For NN or baryon-baryon (BB) scattering study, be-
cause one is usually interested in the ground state baryon
scattering, one always assumes each three-quark occupy
the same left or right single particle orbit. Then the six
quark will be in the l3r3 configuration. Based on the
out-product rule of the permutation group, the six quark
system can have the following four orbital symmetries
[6], [42], [51], [33] of SUx(2) group consisted of the left
and right orbits. In combination with the color-flavor-
spin group chain, one has the following symmetry group
chain for the six-quark systems,
SUxcfσ(36) ⊃ SUx(2)× (SU cfσ(18) ⊃ SU c(3)× (SUfσ(6) ⊃ (SUf (3) ⊃ SU τ (2)× UY (1))× SUσ(2))),
[16] [ν]r3l3 [ν˜] [23]W [µ] [f ] IMI Y SMS, (5)
here [16] denotes totally antisymmetric six-quark state,
[ν]r3l3, [ν˜], [23]W , [µ], [f ], IMI , Y, SMS denote the
above discussed SU(2) orbital symmetry and the labels of
SU(18) IR, color SU(3) IR and the Weyl tableau, SU(6)
IR, flavor SU(3) IR, isospin SU(2) IR, hypercharge U(1)
IR, spin SU(2) IR respectively. The color part must be
in the [23] IR due to color singlet requirement, the Weyl
tableau is also fixed. The IR labels of SUx(2) and SU(18)
must be conjugate due to totally antisymmetry condition
of multi-quark state.
It should be emphasized that these six-quark symme-
try bases are only orthogonal but not normalized because
the single particle orbital states are not orthogonal ones
except in the s → ∞ limit. In the another limit, s → 0,
the left and right single particle states collapse into the
same state. In this case, all of these symmetry bases go
to zero except the totally symmetric one [ν] = [6] because
there is only one orbital state.
Harvey introduced a symmetry and separation dis-
tance s dependent normalization factor N([ν], s) (Harvey
denoted as N [f ]) [3]. These normalization factors are,
N([6], s) =
√
1 + 9m2 + 9m4 +m6 ,
N([42], s) =
√
1−m2 −m4 +m6 , (6)
N([51], s) =
√
1 + 3m2 − 3m4 −m6 ,
N([33], s) =
√
1− 3m2 + 3m4 −m6 . (7)
The overlap m = 〈φl(r)|φr(r)〉 is given in Eq.(4). In the
s→∞ limit, the overlap goes to zero and so all of these
four normalization factors equal 1. By introducing these
normalization factors, all of the four orbital symmetry
bases [6], [42], [51], [33] are orthonormal. In the s → 0
limit, m = 1 and so all of these normalization factors go
to zero except the N([6], s). Harvey proved these four
orbital bases go to s6, s4p2; s5p1, s3p3 configurations
respectively.
Harvey and Chen both employed the following physical
(cluster) bases,
ΨIS(6) = A[ψI1S1(l
3)ψI2S2(r
3)]IS , (8)
3here we use a simplified notation, neglected the inter-
mediate quantum numbers. In fact ΨIS(6) is overall
color singlet and with fixed MI , MS and hypercharge (in
the three flavor case), the orbital configuration is l3r3.
The left centered three-quark cluster ψI1S1(l
3) and the
right centered one ψI2S2(r
3) are color singlets ([13] IR)
for colorless channels, and color octet ([21] IR) for hid-
den color channels, the orbital symmetry is [3], the IR of
SUfσ(6) or SU τσ(4) is restricted to the totally symmet-
ric [3] for color singlet channels, and in turn the SUf(3)
(or SU τ(2)) and SUσ(2) are in the [3]× [3] (flavor decu-
plet baryons) or [21]× [21] (flavor octet baryons) repre-
sentations. For color octet baryons, The IR of SUfσ(6)
or SU τσ(4) must be [21], there are [3]× [21], [21]× [21]
flavor-spin symmetry for spin 1/2 case, [21]× [3] for spin
3/2 case, there is an additional SUf (3)×SUσ(2) symme-
try [13]×[21] (spin 1/2 flavor singlet Λ) in the three flavor
case. The [ ]IS means coupling two three-quark clusters
into isospin IMI , spin SMS and overall color singlet [4].
These symmetry and physical bases include the center of
mass motion.
Both symmetry and physical bases form complete or-
thonormal set if Harvey’s normalizations are employed.
Every set can be used to describe the six quark states.
The transformation between these two bases sets are uni-
tary transformation. However the center of mass motion
of Harvey’s bases are hard to be separated and physi-
cal meaning is not clear except for infinite separation.
Therefore in the dynamical calculation one prefers to
use another physical bases, the resonating group method
(RGM) cluster bases as shown in Eq.(2), which is trans-
lational invariant. This physical bases can be rewritten
in the form of Harvey and Chen’ version. First, one ex-
pands the relative motion wave function with Gaussian
bases,
F (R) =
∑
Ci(
3
2pib2
)
3
4 e−
3
4b2 (R − si)
2, (9)
second, multiply with a total six-quark center of mass
orbital wave function,
Φ(RC) = (
6
pib2
)
3
4 e−
3
b2
R2
C , (10)
then the translational invariant RGM physical six-quark
cluster bases can be rewritten in the Harvy and Chen’s
physical bases version. The si stands for the center sepa-
ration parameter in Harvey and Chen’s version. It is also
the generating coordinate in the generating coordinate
method (GCM). However the Harvey’s separation s de-
pendent normalization factor is impossible to insert. As
already emphasized, this physical bases is translational
invariant and the center of mass motion is separated. The
weak point of this bases is that they are not orthonor-
mal. The transformation between physical bases and
symmetry bases is still as before, but now the individ-
ual transformation coefficient no longer keeps as
the probability amplitude [12]. Another point should
be emphasized is the cluster bases are meaningful only if
the separation si between the cluster centers are ≥ the
rms radius of cluster themselves otherwise it is just a
mathematical device.
III. APPLICATION OF THE
TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN SYMMETRY
BASES AND PHYSICAL BASES
The main application of these bases is in the quark
model calculation of hadron-hadron interaction and
multi-quark state. Either physical or symmetry bases are
complete and so one can use any set of these bases to do
the calculations. However the most powerful approach
is to combine these two sets of bases together in one
calculation. A sophisticated hadron-hadron interaction
or multi-quark state calculation usually involved many
physical channels. For example to study the well-known
H particle (a uuddss six quark state with hypercharge-
isospin-spin Y IJ = 000) there are 21 physical bases
coupling together if the hidden color channels are in-
cluded [13]. To use physical bases to express the multi-
quark state has the obvious advantage that the physical
meaning of each channel is clear. However to directly cal-
culate the 21× 21 matrix elements with physical bases is
cumbersome. Then the transformation between physical
bases and symmetry bases helps to express the matrix
elements in terms of the symmetry bases. The advan-
tage in using the symmetry bases is because of one can
use the fractional parentage expansion to reduce the six-
body matrix elements calculation into two-body matrix
elements calculation if only two body interactions are in-
cluded in the Hamiltonian. We had developed such kind
calculation for five and six quark systems [5–7].
The hidden color channel had been used in the study
of color van der Waals force [2]. This study showed that
the un-physical strong color van der Waals force is due
to the un-physical use of the color confinement interac-
tion, which can not be extended to a range much larger
than the hadron scale, where the sea quark pair creation
should be taken into account. Indeed the quenched lat-
tice QCD calculation obtained the lineal confinement in-
teraction, the unquenched lattice QCD obtained a color
screening confinement which cut off the un-physical long
range color van der Waals force [14].
Another application of hidden color components is in
the NN intermediate range attraction. If only quark
and gluon degree of freedom are included in the calcula-
tion, one can only obtain the repulsive core of NN in-
teraction. The hidden color channel coupling combined
with quark delocalization helps to obtain the intermedi-
ate NN attraction, which is provided by the σ meson
exchange both in the meson exchange model and chiral
quark model. The quark delocalization is similar to the
electron delocalization (or percolation) in the hydrogen
molecule structure. The quark delocalization and hid-
den color channel coupling mechanism describes the NN
4plains the similarity between nuclear force and molecular
force naturally, it shows the NN interaction is a QCD
duplication of the QED molecular force [10, 11, 18].
Brodsky, Ji and others discussed various effects of hid-
den color channels in multi-quark systems [15].
First, they try to attribute the repulsive core of short
range NN interaction to the effect of hidden color com-
ponent. This is questionable. The NN IJ = 01 deuteron,
∆∆ IJ = 01, 03 channels have the same amount of hid-
den color components (see the following TABLE II,III),
only the deuteron channel has the short range repulsion,
the other two ∆∆ channels both have short range attrac-
tion. In fact the short range repulsion of NN channel
and the attraction of the ∆∆ channel both are due to
the color magnetic interaction (CMI). CMI contributes
attraction to the internal energy of an octet baryon,
〈CMI〉N = −8C (see Eq.(11) below), because there are
equal attractive and repulsive quark-quark pairs within
octet baryon. On the contrary there are only repulsive
qq pairs within decuplet baryon, 〈CMI〉∆ = 8C (sea
Eq.(12) and this causes the decuplet baryon about 300
MeV massive than the octet baryon. When two nucle-
ons with deuteron quantum number IJP = 01+ merge
into an orbital totally symmetric color singlet six-quark
state (denoted as d), there are more repulsive quark-
quark pairs than the attractive ones (Eq.(15)), and when
two decuplet baryons with the same quantum number
IJP = 01+ merge into orbital totally symmetric color
singlet six-quark state (it is same as the state merged
from two nucleons if the six quarks stay at the same or-
bital state) there are attractive quark-quark pairs and
cause the effective attraction between decuplet baryons
(Eq. (16)). For reference, the coupling of two ∆’s to
IJP = 03+ (denoted as d∗) (Eq. (17)) are also shown
below.
〈CMI〉N = −3C〈λ2 · λ3〉A [〈σ2 · σ3〉A + 〈σ2 · σ3〉S ] /2 = − 8C, (11)
〈CMI〉∆ = −3C〈λ2 · λ3〉A〈σ2 · σ3〉S = 8C, (12)
〈CMI〉d = −15C
{
〈λ5 · λ6〉A
[
5
30
〈σ5 · σ6〉A +
13
30
〈σ5 · σ6〉S
]
+ 〈λ5 · λ6〉S
[
5
30
〈σ5 · σ6〉A +
7
30
〈σ5 · σ6〉S
]}
=
8
3
C, (13)
〈CMI〉d∗ = −15C
(
3
5
〈λ5 · λ6〉A〈σ5 · σ6〉S +
2
5
〈λ5 · λ6〉S〈σ5 · σ6〉S
)
= 16C, (14)
〈CMI〉d − 2〈CMI〉N =
56
3
C, (15)
〈CMI〉d − 2〈CMI〉∆ = −
40
3
C, (16)
〈CMI〉d∗ − 2〈CMI〉∆ = 0, (17)
TABLE I: The color-spin part of the matrix elements of CMI
with totally symmetric orbits (unit: C)
[ν]IJP [3] 1
2
1
2
+
[3] 3
2
3
2
+
[6]01+
M.E. −8 8 8/3
[ν]IJP [6]01+ − 2([3] 1
2
1
2
+
) [6]01+ − 2([3] 3
2
3
2
+
)
M.E. 56/3 −40/3
[ν]IJP [6]03+ [6]03+ − 2([3] 3
2
3
2
+
)
M.E. 16 0
where C is the orbital matrix element, the subscripts A
and S denote antisymmetric and symmetric. The hid-
den color components couple to these octet and decuplet
baryon-baryon channels equally and this shows the NN
repulsive core is not due to the effect of hidden color
channels [4].
They also try to attribute hadron interaction to the
color Van der Waals force due to multi-gluon exchange
between colorless hadron through the intermediate hid-
den color components. R. Machleidt also said in [16]:
the force between nucleons is a residual color interac-
tion similar to the van der Waals force between neutral
molecules. In fact, the interaction between two colorless
nucleons is quite similar to that between two electro neu-
tral atoms. The molecular covalence bond or molecular
force and electro van der Waals interaction between two
electro neutral atoms had been studied thoroughly [17].
When two hydrogen atoms are close together the elec-
trons originally localized in separate atom mutually delo-
calize to other atom and distort the electron orbit, (when
two electrons spin is anti-parallel) the charge density of
electrons in between two protons is a little higher than
other regions and resulted in the attraction to bind the
two atoms into hydrogen molecule. It can be approxi-
5mated by the Morse potential. It has a repulsive core and
an intermediate range attraction then a decreasing at-
traction tail. The electro van der Waals attraction of the
form −6.5 e2a2/R6 (a is the hydrogen atomic Bohr radius
and R is the separation of two atomic center of mass) is
a long range tail adding to the Morse potential. Nuclear
force (take the deuteron channel as example) has quite
the same form except the length and energy scale differ-
ence (see Fig. 1). As explained in the standard model
chart made by the US Contemporary Physics Education
Project (CPEP): The strong binding of color-neutral pro-
tons and neutrons to form nuclei is due to residual strong
interactions between their color charged constituents. It
is similar to the residual electrical interaction that binds
electrical neutral atoms to form molecules. The quark de-
localization color screening model realizes such a mech-
anism and explains why the nuclear force and molecular
force are similar, describes the NN interaction as well
as the meson exchange with much less parameters. [18].
We also calculated the hidden color channels coupling to
colorless NN channel, it is also similar to the molecular
case these hidden color channels coupling gives rise the
color van der Waals interaction which enhances the NN
attraction a little bit but does not play the dominant role
in the NN interaction [11]. Therefore we suggest to dif-
ferentiate the nuclear force from the color van der Waals
force even though they contribute to the NN interaction.
To emphasize the hidden color channel effect, Ji
claimed the number of hidden color channels increases
rapidly as the quark number increasing: For three-quark
system, there is only one colorless state. For six-quark
system, this number increases to five with one color sin-
glet channel and four hidden color channels. For nine-
quark system, there are one color singlet channel and 41
hidden color channels. Here they confused the Young
tableaux of permutation group with the colorless states
of color SU3 group which is labeled by Weyl tableaux.
All the color singlet states, no matter how many quarks
are included, there is only one Weyl tableau and it is the
one dimensional IR of the color SU(3) group. A physical
color singlet quark state must be totally antisymmetric,
one has to use CG coefficients of the permutation group
to couple the whole Young tableaux of a Young diagram
[k3] (k = n/3, n is the number of quarks) for color part
to the whole Young tableaux of the conjugate Young di-
agram [3k] for orbital-flavor-spin part to form the totally
antisymmetric one.
Ψcxfσ[1n] =
∑
m1,m2
C
[1n]1
[k3]m1,[3k]m2
χc[k3]m1ψ
xfσ
[3k]m2
. (18)
As for how many states (color singlet and hidden color
states) of a multi-quark system, it depends on all degrees
of freedom. For orbital ground ones, [n], if one restrict
to SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ(2) × SUσ(2) , then even for 3-quark
system (the color SU c(3) and permutation S3 group both
are 1-dim representations), there are still two isospin-spin
1/2 states (proton and neutron) and four isospin-spin 3/2
∆ states (different spin projection has not been counted
here). If one allows orbital excitation, there are in prin-
ciple infinite baryon excited states. For 6-quark system,
still restricting to SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ (2) × SUσ(2) case,
even we further restrict to allow only two orbital states
and deuteron quantum number IJ = 01 we still have
two color singlet NN and ∆∆ channels and 5 hidden
color channels [4] not just one color singlet and 4 hid-
den color channels as claimed in Ref.[15] (see Table II).
On the other hand if we restrict to s6 configuration as
mentioned in Ref.[15], then there will be only one state
with deuteron quantum numbers Y IJ = 201. In this
case, the only possible orbital symmetry is [6] of Ux(1),
and the color symmetry is physically restricted to [222]
of SU c(3), so the isospin-spin symmetry must be [33] of
SU τσ(4), and only one symmetric basis is obtained (dif-
ferent isospin and spin projection has not been counted
here). correspondingly, all the 7 physical bases are col-
lapsed to one.
The long expected multi-quark state, the “inevitable
dibaryon d∗” [19] had been confirmed by the WASA-
at-COSY collaboration in 2014 [20] through many years
kinematical complete measurements and the polarized np
scattering. The measured resonance mass is 2.37 GeV
and the width is about 70 MeV. The quantum numbers
is fixed to be IJP = 03+. The partial width of resonat-
ing scattering is about 12 MeV [21], which is consistent
with our Feshbach resonance scattering calculated result
14 MeV [22], which shows that the d∗ dibaryon is quite
possible through the intermediate di-∆ production. This
theoretical point is consistent with the WASA-at-COSY
measurements. However the total width 70 MeV is much
smaller than the sum of two free ∆s’ width, also smaller
than the binding reduced two-∆ width [7], which might
means due to the strong attraction between two ∆s, it
shrinks into a compact six-quark state immediately. Our
quark model calculated rms radius of d∗ is about 0.9 fm,
as small as a nucleon [23]. Bashkanov, Brodsky and
Clement try to understand this small width as due to
the dominant hidden color components of the compact
d∗ [15]. They use the transformation table between sym-
metry bases and physical bases given by Harvey [3] (see
Table III), and assigned the d∗ resonance as the totally
symmetric orbital s6 states. So 80% of the d∗ state is
in the hidden color component which reduced the d∗ de-
cay width. This explanation has the following problems:
(1) If all the six quarks concentrate in the s6 configura-
tion, the orbital part of the six-quark state must be in
the totally symmetric IR [6] of the symmetric group S6,
the isospin-spin part must be in the [33] (isospin [33] and
spin [6]) IR of SU τσ(4) ⊃ SU τ (2)×SUσ(2) and so there
is only one totally antisymmetric six-quark state,
|[6]s6[222]Wc, [33][33]I = 0, [6]J = 3〉. (19)
Correspondingly there is only one physical (or cluster)
basis, the colorless ∆-∆ component and the hidden color
CC component collapse into the same one after the an-
tisymmetrization. The overlap of these two physical
bases at the different separations between two clusters
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FIG. 1: Similarity of molecular force and nuclear force
TABLE II: The transformation between the physical bases and symmetry bases for Y IJ = 201. The column heads are the
orbital SUx2 and isospin-spin SU
τσ
4 symmetries, [ν][µ].
[6][33] [51][321] [42][51] [42][411] [42][33] [42][321] [42][2211]
NN
√
1/9 0
√
4/9
√
4/9 0 0 0
∆∆ −
√
4/45 0
√
5/9 −
√
16/45 0 0 0
∆∗8∆
∗
8
√
1/9 0 0 −
√
1/36 −
√
1/18
√
16/45
√
9/20
N8N8
√
2/9 0 0 −
√
1/18
√
4/9 −
√
8/45
√
1/10
N8N
∗
8 −
√
2/9
√
1/2 0
√
1/18
√
1/9
√
1/90
√
1/10
N∗8N8
√
2/9
√
1/2 0 −
√
1/18 −
√
1/9 −
√
1/90 −
√
1/10
N∗8N
∗
8
√
1/45 0 0 −
√
1/180
√
5/18
√
4/9 −
√
1/4
TABLE III: The transformation between the physical bases
and symmetry bases for Y IJ = 203.
[6][33] [42][33]
∆∆
√
1/5
√
4/5
CC
√
4/5 −
√
1/5
are shown in Table IV. When the two clusters are well
separated (s→∞), the two physical bases, colorless ∆-∆
and hidden colorCC, are orthogonal. Nevertheless, when
the two clusters are merged into one cluster (s→ 0), the
two physical bases are the same.
The Harvey’s table shown above is based on the as-
sumption that there are two orbital states, the left cen-
tered one l and the right centered one r, the six-quark is
TABLE IV: The overlap of two physical bases in different
separations with quantum numbers Y IJP = 203+.
S (fm) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0
overlap 0.99996 0.999 0.997 0.99 0.98 0.7 0.007 0
in the configuration l3r3 and there are two orbital sym-
metries [6]l3r3 and [42]l3r3 for six-quark symmetry bases.
Harvey uses a limiting process to obtain the separating
si → 0 limit. Using Harvey’s symmetry bases, an adia-
batic calculation of the Y IJ = 203 system was performed
and the results are shown in Table V. From the table, we
can see that the ∆∆ channel has a similar energy with
the hidden-color channel when the separation between
two clusters are small, and the two channels contribute
7almost the same to the eigenstates. If the separation be-
comes large, the ∆∆ channel has smaller energy than
that of hidden-color channel, and it is the main compo-
nent of the eigenstate with lower energy. It is expected
that the dynamical calculation will confirm that the main
component of d∗ state is still the ∆∆ channel, although
it is very difficult to do the dynamical calculation using
Harvey’s symmetry bases.
TABLE V: The energies of ∆∆, hidden-color channels and
eigenstates in adiabatic approximation for Y IJ = 203 system
using Harvey’s symmetry bases (unit, MeV).
S (fm) E∆∆ Ecc Eeigen
0.1 2976 2919 2630
0.3 2928 2888 2590
0.5 2838 2834 2519
0.7 2724 2775 2430
0.9 2604 2739 2347
1.1 2503 2785 2308
1.3 2441 3000 2338
1.5 2427 3432 2398
1.7 2439 3973 2435
2.0 2456 4754 2455
2.5 2463 6084 2463
3.0 2464 7654 2464
If the six quarks are compacted in one center, then one
has to use the single center shell model orbits to construct
the multi-body symmetry bases and the cluster bases as
we explained in our group theory book [9]. One has to
construct both symmetry bases and cluster bases from
fixed configuration, such as s6, s4p2, etc. For s6 we have
explained before, for d∗ quantum number IJP = 03+
there is only one symmetry basis and also only one cluster
basis (neglect the different spin orientations). For s4p2
configuration one has to use the configuration mixing
shell model approach, i.e., the SU(1+3) ⊃ (U(1)×SU(3)
group chain to construct the six-quark orbital symmetry
bases and combined with the SU cfσ(18) ⊃ SU c(3) ×
(SUfσ(6) ⊃ SUf(3) ⊃ (SU τ (2) × UY (1)) × SUσ(2))
to obtain the totally antisymmetric six-quark symmetry
bases, then use the isoscalar factors to obtain the trans-
formation between symmetry bases and cluster bases.
The results are listed in Table VI. When the orbital
symmetry of the three-quark cluster is limited to be [3],
Harvey’s table is reproduced. However, there are other
three-quark clusters for the configuration s4p2, and the
lowest state should be one with the configuration s6, the
physical state should be the combination all bases.
Harvey’s transformation in the Si → 0 limiting case
mixes the s6 configuration and the s4p2 configuration is
very special. We like to emphasize again that the trans-
formation between symmetry and physical bases is re-
stricted in the same one configuration. On the other
hand, if the six quarks all compact in a very small space,
still using the cluster bases is not physically meaningful.
TABLE VI: The transformation between the physical bases
and symmetry bases for SU(3 + 1) with configuration s4p2
and Y IJ=203. The heads of the columns are [ν˜][f ]. The
correspondence between symbols and symmetries [ν][c][f ][σ]
(orbital, color, flavor and spin) for three-quark clusters are:
N∗: [21][111][21][3]; N∗8 : [111][21][21][3]; N
′∗
8 : [21][21][21][3];
N ′′∗8 : [3][21][21][3]; ∆: [3][111][3][3]; ∆8: [21][21][3][3]. xy =
(xy + yx)/
√
2, x˜y = (xy − yx)/
√
2.
[33][33]
N∗8N
∗
8 1
[411][33]
˜N∗8N ′∗8 1
[411][33] [33][33] [2211][33]
∆8∆8 −
√
1/2
√
1/4
√
1/4
N ′∗8 N
′∗
8 0 −
√
1/2
√
1/2
N∗N∗
√
1/2
√
1/4
√
1/4
[411][33]
˜N∗8N ′′∗8 −1
[2211][33]
N ′∗8 N
′′∗
8 −1
[2211][33] [16][33]
N ′′∗8 N
′′∗
8
√
1/5 −
√
4/5
∆∆ −
√
4/5 −
√
1/5
(b)(a)
(c) (d)
FIG. 2: The color structures of six-quark system
It is just a six-quark single shell model states. The color
structure is no longer limited to colorless quark cluster
or hidden color quark cluster, but also three di-quark
cluster, even a quark benzene structure,
Gonzales and Vento criticized the hidden color is a
spurious concept [24]. Their argue is based on the fact
that the hidden color components of a multi-quark sys-
tem can be replaced by the colorless ones through recou-
pling. Mathematically it is true for any colorless qnq¯m
system, n − m = 3k, k is an integer, one can always
find the colorless hadron bases which are a complete
set [25, 26]. However this does not mean hidden color
is not physical ones. First, if there is gluon excitation,
the hidden color meson (baryon) component is unavoid-
able to form the hybrid meson (baryon). Even for the
8pure multi-quark system, the hidden color component is
still a physical object. It can be replaced by the color-
less hadron degree of freedom is due to the present quark
description is not complete. A colorless object belongs
the color singlet representation. It must be local gauge
invariant under color SU c(3) gauge transformation. The
present quark description neglect the gauge link which
is needed to guarantee the multi-quark state local gauge
invariant. If we take into account the different interac-
tion strength for different color couplings, such as what
has been suggested from lattice QCD string structures,
the hidden color is no longer just a coupling scheme. In
the color-string quark model the different strengths of
different color strings have been included in the model
Hamiltonian [27]. Obviously the hidden color compo-
nents can not be eliminated any more. The production
of multi-quark states from electron-positron collider will
be able to measure the fragmentation function, which
might give color structure information immediately be-
fore hadronization.
IV. SUMMARY
Quark and gluon are colorful object. Due to color
confinement there is no colorful observable. However,
overall colorless but individual ones colorful, the hidden
color component, is possible. It is a new degree of free-
dom of multi-quark system and nuclei. The present de-
scription only describes the SU c(3) coupling and so for
the pure quark-antiquark systems the hidden color com-
ponent can be replaced by colorless hadron component
through quark rearrangement. This is due to the present
description neglected the color SU c(3) local gauge invari-
ant condition which calls for gauge link to link different
color objects in different space-time. If the gauge link
is incorporated in the description of a multi-quark sys-
tem then the hidden color component no longer to be
replaced by colorless components. For quark-gluon hy-
brids the hidden color components is unavoidable.
The physical effects of hidden color components are
interesting and will be a new facet of QCD. By the end
of 1970s the color van der Waals force had been a hot
topic. However, because we don’t have a thorough un-
derstanding of confinement we have not a thorough un-
derstanding of color van der Waals force as the QED
case yet. Feinberg and Sucher analyzed the limit of
long range hadron interaction [28]. We use a colorless-
hidden color channel coupling studied the van der Waals
force and found the phenomenological confinement inter-
action will lead to a too strong long-range NN inter-
action which violate the experimental limit obtained by
Feinberg and Sucher [28, 29]. We also pointed out the
linear or quadratic confinement will be screened by the
qq¯ excitation and this had been confirmed by the lattice
QCD calculation [14].
Brodsky and Ji studied various physical effects of hid-
den color components, from the short range repulsive core
of NN interaction to the small width of the d∗ dibaryon.
We have analyzed in the text that the hidden color com-
ponents do not play critical role in these physical effects.
In all of these applications, hidden color components is
just a cluster approximation. If the multi-quark system
is a compact one such as the d∗ dibaryon and the short
range NN system, the cluster model is no longer ade-
quate. The color structure will have more varieties, not
just the colorless and hidden color components as de-
scribed in the quark cluster model. One has to deal with
the many body problem directly.
Hidden color components is a new degree of freedom
and will have physical effects for multi-quark systems
which should be studied further.
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